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be made of that ability. Huxley was within the mark when he
said of reading and writing—" I protest that if I thought the
alternative were a necessary one, I would rather that the chil-
dren of the poor should grow up ignorant of both these mighty
arts than that they should remain ignorant of that knowledge
to which these arts are means."
The advertiser The newspaper and the magazine suggest a few
remarks about the modern advertiser, without
whom the newspaper and magazine could not exist at their
present prices. There is growing up a considerable body of
literature, both in England and in America, but especially in
America, on the psychology of salesmanship and advertising.
At its best, salesmanship is obviously a legitimate art with a
communicable and an endlessly improvable technique. At
its worst, it calls in the aid of the psychologist to enable it with
scientific thoroughness to persuade weak-minded people to
buy things which they do not need and cannot afford. But it is
with the salesman as advertiser that we are here concerned,
because he is unquestionably one of our public educators,
especially in aesthetic appreciation. A distinguished artist,
speaking of Piccadilly Circus after dark, with its gas or electric
advertisements of wine and tobacco and soap, called it the
ugliest spot in Europe. Now, it is fairly certain that no small
child would agree with him. And that is the real point. A
child's aesthetic judgment would pronounce the scene pretty, or
even "lovely." And that judgment would be confirmed by
adults who, on the aesthetic side, have never passed beyond
childhood, and even by better educated adults when they
relapse into the irresponsible gaiety of childhood. But apart
from these infantile displays of taste, the streets of our towns,
even if we omit the slums, are quite unnecessarily ugly. It is
said that God made the country beautiful, and left it to man to
make the town beautiful. With his ugly advertisements man
often does his best to thwart God's intentions regarding the
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